


This week, we are going to look at more pairs of 
homophone words.

Remember, 
homophones are 
words that sound 

the same, but have 
different spellings 

and meanings.

Can you spot               
the pair of 

homophones in 
this sentence?

The cat took a pause from licking her paws 
to curl up on the beanbag for a snooze.
The cat took a pause from licking her paws
to curl up on the beanbag for a snooze.



To work out your new spelling words, which are all 
pairs of homophones, I am going to give you some 

cryptic clues.

You will need to work with a partner to                            
figure both words out!

For example a cryptic clue might be…

To look at the ocean?

see sea



To work out your new spelling words, which are all 
pairs of homophones, I am going to give you some 

cryptic clues.

You will need to work with a partner to                            
figure both words out!

To travel a greater distance                   
than your Dad? 

farther father



To work out your new spelling words, which are all 
pairs of homophones, I am going to give you some 

cryptic clues.

You will need to work with a partner to                            
figure both words out!

To have controlled some                      
metal into position? 

lead led



To work out your new spelling words, which are all 
pairs of homophones, I am going to give you some 

cryptic clues.

You will need to work with a partner to                            
figure both words out!

To have solved a puzzle while 
staying at a friend’s house?

guessed guest



To work out your new spelling words, which are all 
pairs of homophones, I am going to give you some 

cryptic clues.

You will need to work with a partner to                            
figure both words out!

To grieve for a lost loved                        
one at sunrise? 

mourningmorning



Here are your spelling words for this week.

Here are your spelling words for this week.

Work hard to practise these pairs of homophones.




